
everyday
trusted support

 The stroller offers a high seat comfort thanks to tilt in space and recline (so-called “cradle”), which will help you to 
put the child in the right position, making sure that the pressure is distributed evenly.

The MOUSE is a special purpose stroller designed for children who are unable to walk or sit in the correct position as 
a result of injury or another condition.

With adjustable pads, the backrest can be optimized to the child's needs and will provide the right security. Large 
wheels (gel-filled or pumped), with shock absorbers of rear as well as front wheels, facilitate comfortable travel on 
uneven ground.

why MOUSE?

This insert allows to adjust internal 
dimension of the seat (depth and width) 
to maximise comfort and safety of the 
child.

Reducer cushion1 Reversible seat2 Adjust the backrest 
to lying position

3 Foldable frame and 
removable seat

4

The construction of the stroller allows to 
easily rotate the seat opposite to the 
driving direction.

Thanks  to  a  var iet y  of  poss ib le 
adjustments you can transform a 
regular stroller into a safe and cosy place 
for a nap.

The construction of main elements of the 
stroller allows to disassemble it into 2 
separate units (frame and seat) – you may 
easily pack the stroller even into the 
smallest car trunk.

THERAPEUTIC TABLE

REDUCER CUSHION

FIVE-POINT SAFETY BELTS
ADJUSTABLE PADS 

RAINCOVER
MOSQUITO NET

SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR WHEELS
CENTRAL BREAK

DIRECTIONAL LOCK OF FRONT 
WHEELS 

FOLDING AND ADJUSTABLE 
FOOTREST

a wide range of equipment

POLISH MANUFACTURER OF SPECIAL NEEDS STROLLERS
THAT                    WITH THE CHILDGROW

www.mywam.eu

seat width  24*/30 cm  

seat depth  22*/26 cm

backrest height 52 cm

footrest adjustable within 14,5 - 23 cm

total weight >17,5 kg

total lenght 112,5 cm

total height 134 cm

total width 60 cm * with regulation inserts

growth 80 - 110 cm

maximum weight 30 kg


